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Brief History

Built in the 1850’s the Cambria Iron Co. blacksmith shop’s primary function was to service the many operations
the steel mill needed to function. In its early years the facility supported iron production though forging tools and
parts necessary for the process, and also played a huge role servicing the mining operations necessary for the mill
to harvest the iron ore and coal found in the hills of Johnstown.

As the Cambria Iron Co. grew, producers became familiar and started experimenting with the Kelly/Bessemer
process and the Cambria Iron Co. shifted focus from iron to steel production. In the late 1800’s and early 1900’s
the Cambria Iron Co. was the largest producer of steel rails in the country and major innovator in the steel making
and production process. Because of these innovations steel production was now possible on a larger scale and
Johnstown’s Cambria Iron Co. became an industrial epicenter.

As the steel production in Johnstown grew, so did the need for larger forging tools and equipment. In 1904 the
Cambria Iron Co. purchased and installed two Chambersburg #3000 utility hammers in the blacksmith shop.
Located in the center of the room they functioned as the main forging hammers for this shop helping produce
anything the mill needed to function and grow.

In 1992 the mills in Johnstown closed. Lots of factors contributed to this decision, some of which were overseas
production, the depletion of natural resources in Johnstown, and the modernization of the industry. That year,
workers put their tools down, left the shop, the doors were locked. At that point the fate of the historic blacksmith
shop was bleak and uncertain.



Cambria Iron Conference

In February of 2017 we stepped foot into the shop for the first time and were immediately awestruck by the
immense potential it has. Within that building were an incredible amount of original forging tools and equipment
preserved for twenty-seven years. The preservation credit goes to all the hard working organizations in Johnstown
such as The Heritage Association and the Redevelopment Authority who had the foresight to protect it. We
immediately recognized the space as having a great impact on the future of the craft of forging and the ability to
attract blacksmiths from all over the world who would want to forge here.

In 2018 CMA, began the monumental task of restoring the #3000 Chambersburg utility power hammer. Our
efforts did not go unrewarded as we were successful in getting the hammer up and running. This was a major
turning point in our mission of preservation through reuse as it demonstrated that our goals are achievable and
worth the effort. We were so excited and proud that for the first time in twenty-six years since the close of the
mills in Johnstown, that hammer was forging hot steel again.

2021 marked another significant milestone in Center for Metal Arts’ goal of restoring the historic Cambria Iron
and Steel blacksmith shop. In September we hosted our first open to the public forging conference and got our
first real look into the future of this shop as a space that fosters creativity, education, historic preservation and
research. We were honored to host Jake James as our inaugural demonstrator. Jake is an award winning and
British born blacksmith. He has almost two decades of success creating functional and sculptural work in forged
metals. Jake operates his forge from Vancouver Island's inspirational west coast and his vision is to create an
experience with forged metal where your interaction with his work becomes a sensory experience going beyond
the realm of surface adornment. From large architectural commissions to small and personal sculptural works,
Jake designs from a leading edge of a craft that traces its lineage through all ages of human history.



About the Conference
Our goal for this event and this space are to keep the focus on
forging, creativity, education, and historical preservation with
the main demonstration taking place in the historic blacksmith
shop on the industrial hammers. All of CMA facilities will be
open to tour and we will have an exhibition on display as well as
a smaller demonstration happening in our forging classroom.
From the 1850’s to the early 1990’s this shop operated behind
closed doors to the public and lived a hard productive life worthy
of high honor and praise servicing the Johnstown Mills and
industry as a whole. It's our goal to give this space a second life
where these tools and equipment can again function and thrive,
but in a more creative and educational context. Integral to our
mission is allowing this space to be used by qualified artists and
crafts people interested in making large-scale work and opening
the space to the public to witness and appreciate.
We hope you will join us this year on September 17th when we
will be hosting Zack Noble as our featured demonstrator.
Zack will create a large-scale forging inspired by his “Isolating
Mass” series. This body of work “encourages the viewer to look
within each finished piece and see the manipulation. To look
beyond the final work and more deeply into how it was formed.”
With no addition or removal of material in these pieces, Zack
hopes his work conveys the feeling of the energy it took to create
it.

“I have been using industrial forging techniques in my current
work to realize simple but bold forms.”

Zack Noble

CMA’s mission is to renovate and refurbish the historic power
hammers and tooling to make them available to be seen by the
greater forging community and used by qualified professional
blacksmiths. This event represents our first major step toward
that goal by hosting an event open to the public and inviting a
different artist every year to demonstrate.

Zack Noble



From Jake,
I was honoured this year to have been invited as the demonstrator for the first Cambria Iron Conference at The
Center for Metal Arts. The opportunity to forge a large-scale sculpture with the hammer that was the beating heart
of the US steel industry for the best part of the 20th century was not to be missed.

For me, to be in that building was like entering a temple of forgoing.

The first moment when the hammer is breathed to life is something else. The sight and sound of the air getting to
the hammer and the ram lifting above head height is enough that you feel it deep in your belly. On a metaphysical
level, knowing CMA’s vision for the future and that this was the first time this great machine would be used to
produce a large sculptural piece, well, being a part of the rebirth of this hammer was profound.

We had a few days before the conference of practice time. Learning how to operate as a team with the hammer
was as challenging as the actual forging we wanted to undertake. The level of communication required to ensure
that a #300 billet of hot steel can be safely maneuvered into position using the jib cranes is more akin to
choreography that anything I have done before. We worked a full five-person crew, Dan driving the hammer,
Harry running the jib crane, Logan operating the hoist at the hammer, and Pat and I running tools and directing
the forging. Given that we had never before worked together as a team it was pretty amazing how quickly we
started to coalesce, and on the day it felt like we were reading each other perfectly.

The hammer in question, a #3000 Chambersburg is a step up from the biggest machine I had worked on to date – a
7cwt Massey. The sheer size of the hammer when you first step up to it is overwhelming and not a little
intimidating. Sitting idle it is like a slumbering giant, beautiful in it’s repose, but full of some unknown power
waiting to be unleashed. That potential, combined with the history of the forging octagon - all the blacksmiths who
have worked there, the volume of steel that was processed, conjures some powerful emotions in a modern-day
blacksmith. For me, to be in that building was like entering a temple of forging.



CORE SURFACEfrom to

The mission of this exhibition is to showcase the broad range of what modern forge work can offer. From CORE
to SURFACE features people active in the craft who display a keen sense of design and technique, harmony
between the two, and who are pushing the field forward through work that is visually and conceptually engaging.

- An exhibition of current forge work at the Center for Metal Arts annual Cambria Iron Conference -



Zack Noble

My current work involves stretching and expanding on traditional techniques in an
effort to create modern designs with a focus on craftsmanship. I make sculptural,
functional, and architectural work and enjoy challenging myself with each new
project. My work can be found in or around clients homes from Florida to New
York to Main Street Telluride, Colorado. I have been published in several books
including Dona Meilach’s “Ironwork Today: Inside & Out” and Matthew S.
Clarke’s “From Fire to Form”. I have taught at Penland School of Crafts, Peter’s
Valley Craft Center, John C. Campbell Folk School, and have demonstrated
nationally. I run my shop in Asheville, North Carolina and I live with my wife and
our three children.
Website: zacknoble.com, Instagram: @noble_zack

Lindsay Gates

Lindsay is the Executive Director of Touchstone Center for Crafts. She is a studio
artist whose work is in the permanent collection of the American Embassy in the
Republic of Djibouti, Museum of Art and Design NYC, Yale University Art
Gallery, and others. She lectures and teaches nationally including at the Renwick
Gallery, St. Louis Art Museum, Textile Study Group of NY, Haystack, Penland,
Arrowmont, Peters Valley, SOFA Chicago, and the Fiber Arts Guild of Pittsburgh.
Lindsay’s work has been featured on the cover of Metalsmith Magazine and on the
pages of American Craft Magazine, FiberArts, Fiber Art Now, Surface Design
Journal, FIBERARTS Design Book VII, 500 Baskets, Making Good: An
Inspirational Guide to being an Artist/Craftsmen. (formerly Lindsay K. Rais)
Website(s): lindsaykgates.com, touchstonecrafts.org

Maegan E. Crowley

Maegan earned a BFA from University of the Arts in Metalsmithing and MFA from
Cranbrook Academy of Art. Her work is in private collections and exhibited
nationally. She has taught blacksmithing workshops at Haystack, Penland, Ox-
Bow, Peters Valley and the New England School of Metalwork, and has
demonstrated at numerous regional blacksmithing conferences across the country.
Maegan owns and operates “Iron Maegan Metalworks” in Dolores, Colorado
where she produces custom metalwork for residential, public and commercial sites.
From this small town she has created a client base that spans the country producing
sculpture, fireplace accessories, cabinet hardware, railings and furniture with a
modern aesthetic and impeccable craftsmanship.
Website: ironmaeganmetalworks.com, Instagram: @ironmaegan
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